Minutes from Elisha Applewhite:

Our meeting began at 1:45 pm on October 8th, 2020, Ana Rodriguez, Pashel Shorts, Sammy Maccart and Elisha Applewhite attended this meeting.

Ana started the meeting out with an ice breaker the ice breaker question was "if you can walk in anyone else's shoes for a day who would it be?" We then started the meeting out with talking about how we can become more of a community during these times. Already the teachers and staff did a popsicle parade, then painted kindness rocks were put around the neighborhood for students to find.

Some ideas were zoom home visits with students and teachers, another idea was candy bags given out during lunch time for Halloween but a police station may be doing that thing very thing, we were told that if we have any ideas to email Ana.

We then talked about kids cafe dinners and how we can pickup dinners for all kids every Wednesday.

Next we went over computer safety and a couple of the filters the district has put in place for computers for example iboss but there are different types of filters for secondary schools.

We spoke about the success we are having with interventions for the kids and how the kids have been doing great and have been given all the materials needed.

School pictures have been canceled due to no place to do it because of Covid.

We then finished our meeting at about 2:30 pm.

Notes from Ana Rodriguez:

School Community Council Meeting
Time: 1:45
Date: October 8th, 2020
In attendance: Ana Rodriguez, Pashel Shorts, Sammy Maccart, Elisha Applewhite

Welcome and ice breaker.

Discussed community connections: How can we as a school connect with families during Covid?

Suggestions:
- Candy during lunch for Halloween: City police will be passing candy out that day
- Teachers get dressed up and stand outside during lunch waving, greeting students

Reviewed safe technology and digital citizenship. Ana reviewed the flyer from the district office and allowed for Q&A. No questions.

Reviewed/discussed: newsletter, landtrust document, SCC meetings and communication from school.
- Newsletters are passed out once a month during lunch
- SCC schedule has been posted to Edison webpage
  - FB has been updated and information is now being posted there
  - School sends emails and calls to share information

Open Forum:
Questions
- Will lunch be held during Fall Break?
  According to a call our front office made to nutrition department lunch will be served.
- School Pictures?
School pictures are being postponed. Elisha mentioned Rose Park is still doing pictures and would like to know if we can still do them. As of right now we are going to reschedule for a later date.

How are interventions set up/going?
Interventions are set up just as they would during a regular school year. Students are logging on with their interventionist and receive proper Tier 2 instruction.

Meeting adjourned until Nov. 12, 2020 at 1:45 via zoom.